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Information Theory Group, Department of Electrical Engineering, 
Delft University of Technology, Delft, The .Netherlands 
The R-norm information measure is discussed and its properties, as well 
as an axiomatic haracterization, are given. The measure is extended to con- 
ditional and joint measures. Applications to coding and hypothesis testing are 
given. The R-norm information measure includes Shannon's information 
measure as a special case. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In recent years several information measures have been developed and studied 
extensively, such as Shannon's information measure (Shannon (1948)) and the 
measures of order ~ and of type/3, introduced by Renyi (1961), Havdra and 
Charvat (1967) and Daroczy (1970), respectively. Some applications of these 
measures are found in pattern recognition (feature selection), statistics and 
coding theory. 
In this paper we will study an information measure, which has been mentioned 
by Arimoto (1971) as an example of a generalized class of information measures. 
We shall call this information measure the R-norm information. 
First we give an axiomatic characterization of this measure. A number of 
interesting algebraic and analytic properties of this measure will also be discussed. 
An important property is the fact that Shannon's measure can be derived from 
the R-norm information measure as the limiting case for R -~ 1. We also show 
that the measure does not have the property of additivity, but shows a form of 
additivity, which we shall call pseudo-additivity. The extension of the marginal 
R-norm information measure to the multivariate case leads to some interesting 
problems, since we may extend the univariate measure in several ways. 
We shall present some possibilities for a conditional R-norm information 
measure. The requirement that the conditional information is less than or equal 
to the marginal information, leads to some conditional R-norm information 
measures, emphasizing different interpretations of conditional information. 
We shall also introduce a joint R-norm information measure. 
Using the R-norm information measure we shall consider applications to 
hypothesis testing and coding theory. We shall give sharp upper and lower 
bounds on the probability of error for a Bayesian decision model using the 
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conditional R-norm information measure, and give a generalization of the Fano 
bound. If we define an appropriate measure for the average length of codewords, 
we can give a coding theorem for the R-norm information. It will be shown that 
for R ---* 1 this coding theorem includes the coding theorem bascd on Shannon's 
information measure. 
2. DEFINITION AND AXIOMATIC CHARACTERIZATION 
First we introduce some notations for convenience. We shall often refer to 
the set of positive real numbers, not equal to 1. We denote this set by ~,  
with 
~2 = {R: R > 0, R # 1}. 
We also define A,~ as the set of all nary probability distributions P 
(P l ,  P2 ,-.., P~) which satisfy the conditions 
p~O,  i=1 ,2  ..... n 
~pi=l .  
i= l  
We give now the following definition. 
DEFINITION 1. 
for R e ~ by 
The R-norm information of the distribution P is defined 
R [1 r ~ RIIIRI 
H.(P)-- R--I --[~ipi ] J. (1) 
The R-norm information measure is a real function A --~ R defined on A~ , 
where n >/2 and R is the set of real numbers. 
To give an axiomatic haracterization, we may ask what properties have to be 
imposed on the function h d --~ R such that I (P) = HR(P) for all (Pl .... , P~) 
A~ and R ~ ~.  This characterization is given in the next theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Let I: A~ --+ ~, n >/2, be a real function, with R ~ ~.  Let I 
satisfy the following postulates 
F n " ] I lR  
(i) r(P) : a I(p,)J + b, a, b # o. 
(ii) f ( ' )  is continuous on [0, 1). 




I f  P ~ A s and Q E Am are stochastically independent hen I is pseudo- 
S(PQ) = S(p) + I(Q) - ~ s(P)S(Q). 
(z ,1 )  R (1 - n<~-.,,~), I 
\n  . . . .  ,~/ R - -1  
where a and b are arbitrary constants. Then I (P )  = He(P)  fo r  all P ~ A ,  . 
hoof. 
that 
By combining postulates (i) and (iii) it follows for P E An and Q ~ Am, 
[D1 S~--~I ]I/R a [~:_~1 ]I/R [;--~1 IliR f (P 'q J )  - -  b f (P ' )  " f(fs)J " 
Next we will show that the solution of (2) is given by 
(2) 
Let r, s, t and u be integers uch that 1 ~ t ~ r and 1 ~ u ~ s. I f we substitute 
n ----- r - -  t + 1, m = s - -  u @ 1,p i  = l /r ,  i = 1,..., r - -  t, pr-*+l -~ t/r, qj = l/s, 
j = 1 .... , s - u and qs-~+l = u/s into (2) we obtain by putting ~0(x) = xf (1 /x )  
and multiplying both sides of (2) with rs that 
(r - t)(s - ~) ~(rs) + . ( r  - -  t) ~(rs/u) + t(s - -  u) ~(rslt) + tug(rsltu) 
= (-- b) R [(r- t)~o(r)+ @(rft) ] . [ (s-  u)9(s)+ ug(slu)]. (4) 
Setting t = u = 1 in (4) yields 
~(rs) = ( - -  b) R ~(r)  ~o(s). (s) 
Next, if we substitute t = 1 resp. u = 1 into (4) and use (5) we find 
and 
~v(rslt) ---- (-- b) R 9(s) 9(rl, ). (7) 
I f  we next substitute the results for ~o(rs), q)(rs/t) and q~(rs/u) into (4) we find 
9(rsltu) = (-- b)R ~(rlt) ~(s!u) (8) 
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or  
q)(xy) = (--  b) R ~v(x) 9(Y), (9) 
where x, y >~ 1 and x, y are rational. Due to postulate (ii), (9) holds for all 
x, y >/1. Following Aczel (1975), it can be shown, that the functional equation 
of)the form U(xy) ~ U(x)V(y) + W(y),  has two sets of non-trivial solutions, 
e.g., 
(a) U(x) -= A log x -k B, A ¢ 0, 
W(y) = A log y, 
V(y) = 1. 
(b) U(x) = Dx z~ + B, D ~ O, 
W(y) -= B(1 -- y~), 
V(y) -= y~, k ~ O, 
where k is an arbitrary constant. If we set U(xy) = q~(xy), U(x) = q~(x), V(y) = 
(--a/b)R~o(y) and W(y) = O, it follows that the general continuous solution of (9) 
is given by 
q)(x) = (--  b) R x ~. (10) 
Using (10) and noting that ~(1/p) = f(p)/p we obtain 
f (p )= ( - -b )Rp  1-~. 
Substituting f (p)  into the expression as given in postulate (i) we finally get 
I(y) - -  [~ lP i -  ] ]- (11) 
The constants b and k can be found from (11) through the normalizing condition 
of postulate (iv), which holds for every n ~ [1, 2,...). We find b = R/(R -- 1) 
and k ~ 1 -- R. This completes the proof. | 
We call postulate (iii) the postulate of pseudo-additivity. Note that the postu- 
late of additivity, which is of fundamental importance for the characterization 
of Shannon's information measure, states that 
I(PQ) = I(P) + I(O ) 
if P and Q are independent. For the notion of pseudo-additivity see Van der 
Lubbe (1977). 
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3. ALGEBRAIC AND ANALYTIC PROPERTIES OF HR(P ) 
In this section the algebraic and analytic properties of HR(P) will be 
summarized in the following two theorems. First we consider the algebraic 
properties of the marginal R-norm information measure. 
THEOREM 2. The R-norm information measure HR(pl ..... p~) has the following 
algebraic properties: 
(i) HR(pl ,..., p,) is a symmetric function of P1, P2 .... , P,  . 
(ii) HR(P ) is no-symmetric. 
(iii) HR(P ) is no-expansible, or 
Ha(p~ ,.. . ,p%, O) =HR(p~ .... ,P,o)" 
(iv) H•(P) is expansible. 
(v) HR(P) is decisive: HR(1, O) = HR(O, 1) ----- O. 
(vi) HR(P) is nonrecursive. 
(vii) HR(P) is pseudo-additive, i.e., if P andQ are independent then HR(PQ) = 
HR(P) -k HR(Q) - ((R -- 1)/R)HR(P ) HR(Q). 
Proof. The properties (i) to (v) follow immediately from Definition 1. That 
the R-norm information measure is nonrecursive (vi) can be shown as follows. 
We note that 
and 
R [1 -- [plR @pR]I/R Pl P~' ] -- R -  1 H , [p~+p , p~+p~ P~+P~ ] (12) 
R [1 - -  [ (P l  + P2) R + p~R + " p.~o]I/R] • HR(pl + P2, P3 ,'", P"o) -- R -- 1 
(13) 
By combining (12) and (13) it follows that 
PI P~ ) 
HR(Pl @ P2 .... , Pno) + (Pl @ P2) HR ( Pl -~ P2 ' Pl -/P2 
HR(pl ..... P•o)" 
Thus, the function HR(P ) is nonrecursive. 
Property (vii) follows immediately from postulate (iii) of Theorem 1. | 
After considering algebraic properties of the R-norm information we can 
present several analytic properties, which will be expressed in the following 
theorem. 
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THEOREM 3. Let HR(P) = HR(pl .... , p~) be the R-norm information measure. 
Then for P c A~ and R ~ ~ we find 
(i) HR(P) >~ HR(1, 0 ..... 0) = 0. 
(ii) HR(P) ~ HR(1/n ..... 1/n) = (R/(R -- 1))[1 --  n(~-n)/R]. 
(iii) HR(P ) is no-nonnegative and nonnegative. 
(iv) HR(P) is a monotone function. 
(v) HR(P ) is continuous in R ~ ~.  
(vi) HR(P) is stable in p~ , i = 1,..., n. 
(vii) HR(P ) is small for small probabilities. 
(viii) HR(P) is a concave function for all P ~ A n . 
(ix) limR~ o HR(P ) = 1-max ip i .  
Pro@ (i) To show that H~(P) is nonnegative we consider two cases. If  
(14) 
R > 1, then Vi: pi R ~ Pi and ~i=1Pi ~ ~i=lP i  1. Thus we obtain 
I 
n R~I/R 
For 0 < R < 1 we find in a similar way that 
I n R]I/R i~__lpi] ~ l. (16) 
It is easy to see that HR(P ) ~ 0 if one of the probabilities is equal to one. 
Noting thatR / (R - -  1 )>0 i f  R> I andR/ (R - -  I )<0 i f0<R< 1 and 
using Definition 1, prove (i). 




i~lPi ] >J n(1-R)/n, r > 1 (17) 
and 
n R]I/R 
i~lP i ] ~ n (1-R)/R, O < R < l. 
Equality in (17) and (18) holds iffp~ = 1/n for all i = 1, 2,..., n. 
(18) 
Substituting the results obtained in (17) and (18) into Definition 1 and noting 
that R/(R -- 1) > 0 for R > 1 and R/(R -- 1) < 0 for 0 < R < 1 completes 
the proof of property (ii). 
The fact that the R-norm information is maximal if all the probabilities are 
equal and minimal if one probability is equal to unity and the others are equal 
to zero, corresponds to the intuitive notion of information. 
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(iii) The n0-nonnegativity and nonnegativity are direct consequences of
property (i). 
(iv) HR(P) is monotonic iff HR(q, 1 -- q) is nondecreasing on q e [0, ½]. 
From Definition 1 we have 
R 
HR(q, l -- q) ---- R- -  1 [1 - -  [ (1--  q)R + qR]I/R]. (19) 
If we define the function ~(q) by 
@) = 1 - [(1 - q ) .  + q~]11~ 
then for R e ~ and q e [0, ½] it is easy to show that 





~: ~(q)~<O, 0<R<I .  
u~ 
d R d 
.~t--5-2 HR(q, 1 -- q) = -R ""~--: ~(q) 1 7u 
d 
-~q HR(q, 1 -- q) >/0 
Thus HR(q, 1 -  q) is a nondecreasing function and for R~,  q~[0,½]. 
monotonic. 
(v) It is a well-known result (Hardy, Littlewood, and Polya, 1973) that 
[~,i~=~ piR]l/R is continuous on R E [0, oo). Hence 
R [ r ~ R]I/R1 
is also continuous on R ¢ ~.  
(vi) In Theorem 2 (iii) we have shown that HR(P) is expansible. Thus it is 
clear that 
HR(P, O) = HR(P). (20) 
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It is easy to see that 
lira HR(P, q) = HR(P, 0 +) = HR(P, 0). 
q.-->O +
Together with (20), it follows that HR(P) is stable in Pi- 
(vii) It follows from (19) that 
R 
lim HR(q, 1 -- q) = lim - -  [1 --  [qR + (1 --  q)R]IlR] = O. 
q.0 + q_,o + R-  1 
The result is that HR(P) is small for small probabilities. 
(viii) To prove that HR(P) is a concave function of P ~ 2 n for R ~ ~ we 
first consider the function [~=1 piR] 1/R" The well-known qMinkowski nequality 
is for R > 1 given by 
ai R + bl R >/ (ai + bi) R (21) 
and fo r0<R< 1 by 
[~1 R]I/R [i~=~l ]l/R [i~1 R] lm 
ai ] + bi R <~ (a~ + bi) , (22) 
where a and b are nonnegative numbers. 
By substitution of ai = APi and be = (1 --  A) qi, where 0 ~< h ~< 1, into (21) 
and (22) we obtain 
= (23) 
and 
[ n Rl l /R R] I /R  
~< (api q- (1 - -  a) q~) J , 0 <R < 1. (24) 
Thus [~.=lpiR]l/R is convex in P for R > 1 and concave in P for 0 < R < 1. 
By noting thatR / (R - -  1 )>0 for R>I  and R/ (R- -1 )<O fo r0<R<l  
we obtain, using Definition 1, that HR(P) is a concave function in P for R e -~. 
(ix) For simplicity of notation we set maxl Pi = Pk • Assuming n o = 1, 2 .... 
we find for R > 1 
no Rl l  IR 
i=1 J 
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We also note that for R > 1 
nO R]I/R 
Combining (25) and (26) we find 




R 1 - -  Pi = 1 - -maxp i .  lim HR(P) = l im R -- 1 R~o~ 
This completes the proof of Theorem 3. I 
Property (ix) is of particular interest since it provides us with a direct inter- 
pretation of the value of R which can be chosen. It shows that for increasing R, 
the probability, say P7¢, which has the largest value tends to dominate the R- 
norm information of the distribution P. Therefore the R-norm information 
for large values of R seems appropriate for those applications in which we are 
mainly interested in events with large probability. In Section 4 we shall discuss 
such an application. Furthermore it follows by combining properties (ii) and (ix) 
that for R--+ oo the maximum R-norm information tends to 1 -- l/n, which 
depends only on the number of events and not on R. This also gives a justifica- 
tion for the normalization postulate in Theorem 1. 
It is of interest o relate the R-norm information to the information measures 
of order a and of type/3 and Shannon's information measure. As may be 
expected this relation depends on the values of R, and c~ and/3. 
THEOREM 4. Let H~(P) be the information of order c~, (Renyi, 1961), and 
Ha(P ) the information of type fi, (Havdra and Charvat, 1967; Daroczy, 1970. 
Then for fi = R it holds that 
R 
HR(P)= R- -  1 [1 - - [1 - - (1 - -2  ~-R) He(P)] ~m] (28) 
and for e~ ~- R we have 
R 
HR(P) R-  1 (29) 
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I-I~(P) >~ HR(P) for R > 1, c~ : R (30) 
H~(P) ~< Ha(P) fo r  0 < R < 1, ee = R (31) 
lima-,~ Ha(P)  = Hs(P)  (32) 
The equalities (28) and (29) can be obtained by using Definition 1
and the definition of the information measures of order ~ and of type /3, 
given by 
1 log p,= , a>0,  a4  = 1, (33) n (P) - 1 - 
and 
H~(P) - -  1- -2  ~-e 1 - -  pfl , f i>O,  fi:/= 1, (34) 
respectively. The relations (30), (31), and (32) have been given by Arimoto 
(1971), and can be obtained from (29). | 
4. JOINT AND CONDITIONAL /{-NORM INFORMATION 
In this section it will be convenient to introduce discrete random variables 
and V. We associate with ~ and V probability distributions P e Am and Q e A m 
over the sets X = {x, , x 2 ,..., x~} and Je T = {Yl , Y2 ..... y~}, respectively. Then 
the R-norm information of the random variables is denoted by HR(~) = Ha(P  ) 
and Ha(T) : Ha(Q), where Pi  = P (~ -~- Xi), i : 1, 2,..., n and q~ : P(V : YJ), 
j = 1,..., m are the probabilities of the possible values of the random variables. 
Similarly we consider a two-dimensional discrete random variable (~, 7) with 
joint probability distribution H = {%1 ,..., %,,}, where rrij --  P(~: = x~, 7 = YJ), 
i = 1, 2,..., n; j = 1, 2,..., m is the joint)probability for the values (x~, yj) of 
(~, ,?). We shall denote conditional probabilities by Pij and q;~ such that ~rij = 
DEFINITION 2. The joint R-norm information is for R ~ ~ given by 
HR( , 7) = R- -  I I -- ]. (35) 
j=l 
It is easy to see that Ha(6, 7) is symmetric in ~ and ~7. Due to the pseudo- 
additivity property it follows at once that if ~ and ~ are stochastically independent 
it holds that 
R - -1  
Ha(6, 7) = HR(~) + Ha(V) R Ha(~) Ha(V). (36) 
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In the limiting case R --+ 1 we find the additive form of Shannon's information 
measure for independent random variables. 
To construct a conditional R-norm information measure we can use a direct 
and an indirect method. The indirect method leads to Definition 3. 
DEFINITION 3. The average subtractive conditional R-norm information of 
~1 given ~: is for R ~ ~ defined as 
[K ° R piR] l/R- j.~=l '/Ti,J ]. (37)  
R- -1  
Note that by choosing this definition we have assumed additivity in the sense that 
~(¢,  ,7) = ~(~)  + H.(d¢). (38) 
A direct way to construct a conditional R-norm information is the following. 
DEFINITION 4. The average conditional R-norm information of ~ given ( 
is for R E ~ defined as 
or alternatively 
R q,,j ] (39) 
'HR(d~) = n -  1 
i= l  = 
R 
1 pi "Ha(~/~) - -  R - -  1 - -  q,,] j. (40) 
The two conditional measures given in (39) and (40) differ by the way the 
probabilities Pi are incorporated. The expression of (39) is a true mathematical 
expectation over ~, whereas the expression of (40) is not. 
To discuss the three forms for conditional R-norm information we introduce 
two requirements Which can be imposed on conditional information measures, 
i.e.~ 
(a) I f  ~/and ~ are independent then 
HR(~/t) = HR(~), (41) 
(b) ~(~/t) < ~(~) 
with equality iff ~/and ~ are independent. 
(42) 
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It is clear that (b) includes (a) and therefore is a stronger estriction. However, 
it is a basic property since it is of fundamental importance in applications. In 
the next two theorems we state the behaviour of the three conditional measures 
with respect o the requirements (a) and (b). 
THEOREM 5. 
for R ~ 
I f  ~ and ~7 are statistically independent random variables then 
R IT n R11/R r n R']I/R [~'~=1 ]I/R] 
'~HR(w/~) - -  R - - 1  [[~I p' J - -  [~, p' ] " q,'J ] (42a) 
= HR(~) H.(~) H.(~). 
'HR(~/~) =HR(~). 






Proof. The proof of (42a), (43) and (44) follows by substitution of ~iJ = 
p,jq~ and qj~ = q~ into the expressions (37), (39) and (40). From (36) we obtain 
(42b). | 
From this theorem we may conclude that the measure sHR01/~), which is 
obtained by the formal difference between the joint and the marginal information 
measures, does not satisfy requirement (a). Therefore it is less attractive than 
the two other measures and we will not consider it further in this paper. 
In the next theorem we consider equirement (b), for the conditional informa- 
tion measures 'HR(~/~) and "HR(~/~). 
THEOREM 6. I f  ~ and ~7 are discrete random variables then for R E ~ it holds 
'HR(~I~) <~HR@), (45) 
"HR(~I~) <~HR(~). (46) 
The equality signs hold iff ~ and ~ are independent. 
Proof. The proof exists of two parts. 
Proof of (45): From Beckenbach (1971) we know that for R > 1, 
x.jj ..j . 
{=I 
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or 
[~1 <~ f p, [j~= q,,j . (49) 
qjR]l/R m RI l l  R 
i=1 
Using Definitions 1 and 4 we find, using that R/(R -- 1) > 0 for R > 1 that 
'HR(v/¢) <<. HR(V). (50) 
For 0 < R < 1 we find a similar result. Thus (45) holds for R ~ ~. The equality 
sign holds iff xij is separable in the sense that xij = ui " vi. This is the indepen- 
dence requirement for probabilities. 
Proof of (46): From Jensen's inequality we obtain for R > 1 
piqR >~ piqj~ = qjR (51) 
/=1 
or after summation overj and raising to l/R: 
Using Definitions 1 and 4 we obtain for R > 1, using R/(R -- 1) > 0 if R > 1, 
that 
"H.(~/~) < H~(~). (52) 
Equality holds iff for all i qJi = q~, which is equivalent to the independence 
property. 
For 0 < R < 1 the inequalities reverse. However, since R/(R -- 1) < 0 for 
0 <R < 1 it still holds that "HR(~/~) <~HR(~). Therefore (47) holds for R~.  | 
It follows from Theorem 6that both 'HR(~/¢) and "HR(~I/~) fulfill requirements 
(a) and (b). 
It is also possible to give a relation between 'HR(~/~) and "HR(rl//j ). By applying 
Jensen's inequality it is straightforward to show that 
"HR(v/~) <~ 'HR(vl~). (53) 
In the next section we discuss various bounds on the Bayesian probability of 
error, based on these conditional R-norm information measures. 
5. CONDIT IONAL R-NORM INFORMATION MEASURES AND ERROR BOUNDS 
In the context of the feature selection problem in pattern recognition, much 
attention has been devoted to upper and lower bounds on the Bayesian probability 
of error. In this section we give upper and lower bounds with respect o the 
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probability of error in terms of 'HR(~I/~ ). Suppose we have m pattern classes 
C1, C~ ,..., C~ with a priori probabilities pj ~- p(C;). Let the feature x have a 
class conditional distribution p(x~/Cj), then the a posteriori probability for 
class Cj given the feature x i can be given by qJi = q(C~/xi). If  the decision in 
the classifier is made according to the Bayes method, we select the class for 
which qj~ = q(C~/xi) is maximal. The decision rule leads to an average probability 
of error which is given by 
P, = 1 -- ~ p~ max~ q~i). (54) 
/=1 
The following theorem gives the relation between Pe and the conditional 
information measure "HR(~/~) as given in Definition 4. 
THEOREM 7. 
R - -1  
R 
Let R > 1 and let P~ be given by (54), then 
R 1 t ~ R/ (R- -1)  r --'HR(~7IE) ~ P~ < 1 - -  /1 R L .I (55) 
Where the sign of equality holds if R --* or. 
Proof. The lower bound of (55) has already been proved by Trouborst 
(1974). The upper bound is a direct consequence of the general error bounds 
proved by Gy6rfi (1975), Van der Lubbe (1977) and Boekee (1979). | 
With respect o "HR(~/~) it is also possible to give error bounds. It can be 
shown that we find upper and lower bounds which have the same form as given 
in Theorem 7, however with "HR(~//~) instead of 'HR(~I/~). Further details will 
be omitted, because the lower bound obtained with "HR(~/~) is less tight than that 
of Theorem 7. This is due to the inequality between the conditional measures 
as given in (53). Although with respect o "H~(~//~) the upper bound of P~ is 
for the same reason tighter than the upper bound obtained with 'HR(~/~) it is 
less useful, because this upper bound is only valid for I < R ~< 2. 
Another manner to relate the probability of error to the conditional R-norm 
information measure leads to an inequality which can be considered as the 
analogue of the well-known Fano bound for Shannon's entropy. In this method 
the probability of error is used to obtain an upper bound on the conditional 
R-norm information measure. Assume that we have an mary probability distribu- 
tion P = (Pl ,P2,...,P,~). We define p~ = 1 --  maxiPi = 1 - -p ,~.  We now 
give the following theorem. 
THEOREM 8. For R ~ ~ it holds that 
R [I -- [(I + j j .  (56) HR(P) ~ R-  1 
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In the limiting case for R --~ 1, the inequality is equivalent to 
P~ Hs(P) < --(1 -- pe)log(1 -- p~) -- p~ log ( mP~ 1 ) (57) 
which is the well-known Fano bound. 
Proof. Without loss of generality HR(P ) can be written as 
R[ I  ml l  ]I/R] 
HR(P)= R- -1  1- -  (m- - l )  ~ m~-- I  p R+p,R  . (58) 
j=l 
Next we consider two cases: R > 1 and 0 < R < 1. If R > 1, then pjR is 
convex and thus using Jensen's inequality we find 
m --  1 p~'~/> PJ (59) 
j=l L j~l  m -- 1 
with equality iffp~. =pe/(m -- 1), j = 1, 2,..., m. Since R > 1, Eq. (56) follows 
immediately from (58) and (59). 
If 0 < R < 1, we find that pi R is concave and the inequality sign of (59) is 
reversed. However, because R/(R -- 1) < 0 for 0 < R < 1, we also find (56). 
With respect to the limiting case R ~ 1, the R-norm information measure 
tends to Shannon's information measure as shown in (32). The upper bound 
can be rewritten as HR(P) for the special case that the probability distribution 
P ~ A n is represented by 
m--1  " ' "  m- -1  ' 
Because (32) holds for all P ~ A,~, it follows that 
lim HR(P)  = --(1 --  Pe)log(1 --  Pe) --  P~ log (mP~ 1 ). 
.R->I 
(60) 
Both (60) and (32) lead to (57). | 
However, in general we are interested in bounds in terms of the average 
probability of error Pe. The following theorem shows the relation between 
'HR(~7/~) and P~, based on Theorem 8. 
THEOREM 9. For R ~ ~ we have the generalized Fano bound: 
( P~ ~"I"~1 R [1 --  [(1 -- P~)R + (m --  1) \ -~-~- ]  j 1" (61) 'HR(v/~) ~ R-  1 
Proof. We substitute for all j :p~-= qji into (56) of Theorem 8, we 
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denote P~ = 1 --  max; qji • Furthermore we take expectations with respect o i 
on both sides of the inequality (56) and we find 
'H,@/~) ~ R ~ -- p~ , (1 -  p~)R+ (m -- 1) (62) 
Since the function [~2;~1RR]II~ with p; >/0  is convex for R > 1, it follows 
from Jensen's inequality that for R > 1, 
p~.(1- p~) + (m-  ~) P~ 'C~TI J  J " (63) 
Finally, by noting that the average probability of error is given by P~ = ~i  P~P~, 
(62) and (63) lead to (61). 
I f  0 < R < 1, then [~7=1 pjR]I/R is concave, and the inequality sign of (63) is 
reversed. However, because R/(R -- 1) < 0 for 0 < R < 1, it follows that (61) 
holds. | 
When comparing Theorems 7 and 9 we remark that for Theorem 7 it is 
possible to express P~ in terms of the information measure and visa versa. 
However, for Theorem 9 it is not possible for every R ~ ~ to rewrite the inequal- 
ity in such a way that we have a bound for Pe in terms of 'HR('q/~). For the case 
that R = 2 it is possible to give such a solution for P~ . Then (61) becomes 
p2  ]1/2] 
'H~(~?/~) ~< 2 [1 -- [(1 --  p,)2 q_ m ~ 1 (64) 
or  
[1  - -  1'H2(~1/~)]2 >~ (1 --  P~)~ q -p2~_  (65) 
~/ ' t - -  1 " 
Q 
Because the right-hand side of (65) can be considered as a parabolic function 
in P~, it can easily be shown that 
m m--1  " 
With respect o "HR(~I~) the analogue of Theorem 9 can be proved in the same 
manner as Theorem 9 for 'HR(~1/~). The resulting inequality has the same form 
as (61) with "HR(~?/~) instead of 'HR(~)/~). However, because "HR(~/~)<~ 
'HR(~?/~) for R e ~ the bound is less tight than the one given in (61). For this 
reason the corresponding theorem with respect o "HR(~/~) will be omitted. 
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6. A CODING THEOREM FOR THE R-NORM INFORMATION MEASURE 
In this section we will give a coding theorem with respect o the R-norm 
information measure. Suppose we have a discrete memoryless information 
source with an encoding alphabet with D symbols and codewords xi with word- 
lengths N~, i = 1, 2,..., n, which fulfill the Kraft inequality 
i D -N¢ -~ 1. (67) 
We next give a definition of the average length L R of code words. 
DEFINITION 5. The average length L R with respect o the R-norm informa- 
tion is for R ~ ~ given by 
LR -- R - -  1 1 -- piD -(NdR-1))/R • (68) 
Clearly L R will increase for increasing wordlengths. An important property of 
LR is that for R -~ 1 it is equivalent with the average length of codewords by 
Shannon, up to a constant. This property will be proved in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 10. I f  Ni , i : 1, 2,..., n are the lengths of the codewords xi then 
lim LR = i p~N~ log(D). (69) 
R-*I i=1 
Pro@ We use the Bernouilli-l'Hospital theorem by which 
lim f (R )  _ lim i f (R)  (70) 
R~I g(R) R-,a g'(R) 
s 
if f(1) = g(1) = 0, and if the derivatives of f (R )  and g(R) and the right-hand 
side limit exist. 
n 
I f  we set f (R )  =R[1- -~]~=lp~ D~NdR-1)Im] and g(R) = R -- 1 the 
functions f (R )  and g(R) satisfy the conditions of (70). 
We find 
lim piD (Ni(R-a))/n "log(D) N~R -~ = piN~ log(D). | (71) 
i=l 
The following theorem proves a coding theorem with respect o L R and HR(P ). 
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I f  Ni ,  i = 1, 2,. . ,  n are the lengths of codewords xi satisfying 
HR(P ) and substituting 
that 
qi = D-N~, i = 1, 2 ..... n 
H~(P) <~ LR, (76) 
where the equality sign holds iff 
~z 
i = 1, 2,..., n. (77) 
For 0 < R < 1 inequality (76) can be proved in a similar way, by noting that 
the inequality sign of (75) is reversed, and R/(R -- 1) < 0 for 0 < R < 1. 
With respect o the proof of the upper bound for LR, we use (77). Expression 
(77) is equivalent to 
i = 1, 2 ..... n. (78) 
By choosing all N~ such that 
--°log PiR@ Olog pi R ~ Ni < --D1og piR-~ D1og p~ -J- 1, 
THEOREM 11. 
(67) then for R E 
R 
HR(P) ~ LR < DI1-RI/nHn(P) @ R - -  1 [1 --  Da-m/R]. (72) 
The sign of equality holds iff 
n 
D-N, = p R /~ pig, i = 1, 2,..., n. , (73) 
Proof. We will first prove the lower bound of (72). With the help of the 
H61der's inequality, it can be shown that 
[i~=1 (R1)/RqR/(R-1)[-nR']I/(1-R)j 
Piq,- "[~1 p' J <~ I, Re' .  (74) 
If R > 1 it follows from (74) that 
Pi ~ piq~ R-1)/R • (75) 
Since R/(R -- 1) > 0 for R > 1, we find from (75), using the definition of 
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it follows that 
For R > 1, (79) leads to 
n 
D-N~ > p~R~ 1= pe R • D. (79) 
pT(NdR_I))/R ~" Pl  R . D 1-R 1/R. (80) 
i=1 
Finally we find 
L~ < R ------~-f- 1 --  p i  J • D {l-n)/  , (81) 
where the right-hand side of (81) is equivalent o the right-hand side in (72). 
For 0 < R < 1, the proof of the upper bound of LR follows along similar lines. | 
Because D ~> 2 we have R/(R  --  1)[1 -- D(I-R)/R] > 1 from which it follows 
that the upper bound of LR in (72) is greater than unity. 
I f  we take the limit of (72) for R ~ 1 then we find with (32) and (69) that (72) 
can be rewritten as 
Hs(P) Hs(P) 
log(D---~ < L < log(D~---)- @ 1, (82) 
which is the well-known result due to Shannon (see Aczel (1975)). 
It is clear that the optimal code is that code for which the value ofL R is equal 
to its lower bound. Considering Theorem 10 we remark that the optimal code- 
lengths are dependent of R in contrast with the optimal codelengths of Shannon 
which do not depend of a parameter. However it is also possible to prove coding 
theorems with respect o HR(P) such that the optimal codelengths are identical 
to those of Shannon. Those theorems can be derived from the general coding 
theorems mentioned by Van der Lubbe (1978). 
CONCLUSION 
In addition to the well-known information measures of Shannon, Renyi, and 
Havdra and Charvat we have considered a fourth measure which we will call 
the R-norm information measure. We have given the basic properties and some 
extensions to joint and conditional measures. As applications we have given 
relations to the Bayesian probability of error and a coding theorem. 
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The Shannon measure is included in the R -norm information measure for 
the l imiting case that R tends to 1. 
As a conclusion we remark that this R -norm information measure is a new 
measure for which it is worthwhi le to consider further properties. 
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